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Edward Dowd: CAUSE UNKNOWN – Or is It?
In 2021, when the “lifesaving” Covid shots
arrived, it was expected that the all-cause
mortality rate, which had slightly increased
in 2020, would go down, yet the opposite
happened: unexplainably, deathshave not
just shifted from older to younger people,
but have also reached historic heights.
According to the insurance data, most of the
deaths were not attributed to Covid. 

In this interview with The New American,
Edward Dowd discusses his just-published
book”Cause Unknown: The Epidemic of
Sudden Deaths in 2021 & 2022,” which
serves as a thoroughly documented proof of
the spike in deaths and disabilities precisely
coinciding with mass vaccination campaigns
and mandates of experimental gene
therapies (aka “Covid vaccines”). The
devastating implications of deaths and
injuries hitting the most able-bodied
Americans constitute a national security
threat that the government and healthcare
agencies continue to ignore, which suggests
a massive coverup, said Mr. Dowd. He added
that in the near future, the excess mortality
will likely remain well above the normal rate
– and might even re-accelerate. 

“Cause Unknown: The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 & 2022” is available
on Amazon and Skyhorse Publishing. 

To learn more about Mr. Dowd’s company Phinance Technologies and its Humanity Projects,
please click here. 

Follow Edward Dowd on Gettr here.

https://www.amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic-Sudden-Childrens-Defense/dp/1510776397/ref=sr_1_1?crid=PNH6A727XAG3&amp;keywords=cause+unknown%2C+ed+dowd&amp;qid=1671033232&amp;sprefix=cause+un%2Caps%2C54&amp;sr=8-1
https://www.skyhorsepublishing.com/9781510776395/cause-unknown/
https://phinancetechnologies.com/HumanityProjects/Humanity%20Projects.asp
https://gettr.com/user/EdwardDowd
https://thenewamerican.com/author/veronika-kyrylenko/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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